
Spock’s Beard, ‘Brief Nocturnes and Dreamless Sleep’ 

American prog rock has quite a different sound to British or European prog. It’s often more ‘stadium’ 

like and ‘showy’ and features what I heard Frank Zappa refer to as lots of 

‘stunt guitar’. Some love this big sound while others in Europe have 

turned away from it and prefer a more introspective type of prog rock. 

Spock’s Beard is big stuff. It’s also highly virtuosic. They play it with such 

ease that they make it sound easy. Neal Morse is long gone. Many still 

miss his presence in the band. He moved on to the excellent, 

Transatlantic and then a solo Christian led period. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neal_Morse 

He is an amazing keyboard player and many still miss him. 

This album includes some unusual sounds as well as prog rock staples like the mellotron and 

vocoder. The drum section includes timpani and there’s also a hurdy 

gurdy. 

The Mellotron is a strange instrument that preceded the sampler. You 

have every note needed recorded onto a tape loop so when you press 

a key, the tape does its rounds. It sounds kind of ‘ghostly’. They can be 

very unreliable unfortunately but they do have an unmistakeable 

sound. Normally, you hear flutes or strings recorded on them, playing 

like ‘ghosts’. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mellotron 

The hurdy gurdy is an ancient ‘street’ instrument that features a handle which rubs a wheel against 

strings, making a drone. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurdy_gurdy 

Disc One 

Hiding Out 
Starts with a piano ostinato and some brief answers from the band. It then has a heavy riff with lots 
of syncopation and the mellotron playing a string sound. This is a really aggressive opening. 
 
Then a solo synth soars over the top with an organ duetting on the left channel. 
 
The mellotron takes the lead when the vocals enter. There are some ‘cut’ phrases in this section. Ie; 
some bars finish ‘early’. The hook has a strong riff underneath and leads us into a smoother section. 
 
Another soaring synth solo and into the next verse with these ‘cut’ bars featuring. The band 
interjects very fast with these short bursts of sounds in unison. 
 
Back to the hook or chorus. To me, it’s pretty commercial. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neal_Morse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mellotron
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurdy_gurdy


New section with acoustic guitars and the riff is used as the basis of a big rock style guitar solo with 
heavy riffing on the bass underneath. A second guitar answers the first and there’s almost a play off 
going on here. It reminds me of Steve Vai’s playing actually. Eventually, the guitars join forces in 
harmony and the organ takes over after an explosion. If you listen to the backing, they are SO 
together. 
 
Back to the hook and a quick ending. 
 
I Know Your Secret 
This is in 7 time. (Count along with it 4 + 3) Another hard hitting rock number. This is real ‘stadium’ 
music to me and is almost reminiscent of later King Crimson. (They just need that roaring bass 
stick!!) Full of bass riffs growling away.  
 

The old Spock’s Beard appears in the middle with those 
harmonies that they used to use. If you know their stuff, 
you’ll recognise it. There’s a curious middle section with 
mellotron playing flute sounds. 
 
Back to that hard hitting bass riff sound with the heavy 
guitar over the top. So far, I do feel like this is a new Spock 
sound. It’s harder hitting. 
 

 
A Treasure Abandoned 
This sounds more like old Spock to me. It seems to have a gentler feel and not so ‘hard.’  
 
Submerged 
A quieter opening with a soaring sythn and organ in unison. There’s a pedal bass – the bass stays on 
the same note while the upper harmony shifts until it gets to the next section where the vocalist 
sings, ‘throw me a line.....’ Reminiscent of the late Beatles with the use of a sitar like sound as well!! I 
think it’s electronically produced. A nice ‘wobbly’ guitar solo followed by a link that takes us back to 
‘throw me a line.....’ 
 
Afterthoughts 
Nice catchy riff in octaves played by bass and guitar. The appearance of the vocoder. It plays your 
voice over your voice in preset harmonies .... 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocoder 
 
This is in 7 time again. Spock’s Beard seem to like 7’s. 
 
This has an unaccompanied section for voices in harmony. 
They’ve done this before where they break phrases down 
and overlap each other. It’s very effective. 
 
The a Synth/Guitar play off over a riff!! 
 
Something Very Strange 
Wind sounds and a low saw tooth sound with harmonics above and an organ solo and then the 
vocoder sound again. A semi tone shift down and a repeat of the organ solo. 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vocoder


Then piece shifts off with the organ and bass playing together and on to a synth solo followed by the 
organ and bass again with a heavy drum beat. 
 
The shifting of timbres is very quick in this. From one instrument to another. Then a big sweeping 
melody over a rushing bass before the vocal line is heard over the top of the rumbling bass. 
 
Waiting for Me 
This is kind of reflective. Slow and loud with broken chords going through quite a dramatic sounding 
chord sequence. Then a big sweeping solo on guitar in unison with synth. 
 
Tempo doubles speed with a pedal bass throbbing away and then a bass solo takes off with 
accompaniment above. 
Then vocals. This is more ‘old’ Spock like to me. 
 
Disc Two (Special Edition Bonus Disc) 

 
The Man You’re Afraid You Are 
Down A Burning Road 
Wish I Were Here 
Something Very Strange / Sanctified Remix 
Postcards From Perdition 
 
I like this album although I can see that perhaps people who were fans of the old Spock’s Beard may 
find that is has wandered away from Neal Morse’s influence and is perhaps a little ‘harder’.  It does 
sound very ‘American’ and ‘big’ to me and rarely has quiet, low key moments. It’s mostly pretty 
active and moves on quickly with fast time changes and beats added or subtracted from each bar. 
When you first hear this, you feel that it’s really clever but after a while, it can have an unsettling 
effect on the music. ‘YES’ did the same thing and after a while, you just yearn for something gentle 
and in a regular beat. 
 
If you like their last album ‘X’ then this is along the same lines, although I found it quite a hard 
hitting, showy album. 
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